
 

Lasttime The directproduct of groups
G and It is Galt where the operation
is

Cgi hi ga h gigs
haha

Observe G X H E H XG why

Warmly Describe the
groups 22

2

and 212 2 3

Takeaway a product of cyclicgroups can

be cyclic 22 23

but it doesn't have to be 212 22



Lemay Let G and H be
groups

with gab and halt

If Igt es or Ihl es then leg.nl es

Otherwise if Igt and Ihl are finite
then

peg.us lem lgl th

Proof Let he IN Then

lg h gh h

So g h if it exists is the
smallest hen such that both

ghee k is a multiple of Igl

h e e k is a multiple of Ihl



The Let n.me IN Then

ZnxZmiscyclic gedln.m L

in which case ZnxZm Zum

Proof Since 12 211 nm the only
cyclicgroup ZnxZm could be isomorphic
to is Zum

Recall Icm nm giant
I Suppose god nm 1 Then since

1021 has order n and lek
has order m the element
1 1 EZ xZm has order

1am n m him nm

by the lemma Thus 2 2m 1,1



By contrapositive

Suppose gaden m 1
Then

lem nm gita a nm

Now for any a b e Zn 21m

lal divides n

161 divides m

both n and m divide 1am nm

Hence

Éh
10.0

so a b f 1cm nm C um

That is ZnxZm has no elements

of order mm so it is not cyclic
pm



More generally we can make the

product of many groups

Il Gi G x G x x Gn

Cer Let ni nne IN Then

In x Knox Zn I 21min na

if and only if the numbers ni nu
are pairniserelativelyprime meaning

ged hi nj I when i j

Proof Induct on k and use the
theorem

B



Ex 213 214 215 2112 25 260

Ez 22 212 213 23 212 216 25

I 212 2 30

So we now have a
recipe for finding

abelian
groups

of a
given

order

Ex 218 212 24 and 22 22 212

are pairwise non isomorphic abelian

groups
of order 8

It turns out that up to
isomorphism these are all abelian

groups
of order 8



Then Fundamental Theorem of Finite
Abelian Groups

If G is an abelian
group thenthere exist

primes pi ph not necessarilydistinct

integers ai ant IN

such that

GI Zpa x x2
pin

Moreover this expression is unique
up to reordering the factors

Proof In Judson Ch 13

Uses some ideas we haven't
seen yet B



Ex Let's find all abelian
groupsof order 180 22 32 5

212 212 23423 215

214 213 213 25

212 212 219 25

214 219 215 2 180


